].
The two world wars fought in the course of the last half century gave ample opportunities to the scientists in Europe to study 'War' cedemas. In World Was II the occupation of France, Belgium and Holland for five years between 1940 and 1945 and the severe restriction of food which the population of these countries experienced as the tide turned against the Nazis, as also the several concentration camps in Nazi Germany provided after the war a large amount of material, which has been utilized with varying degrees of efficiency by various teams of workers to collect scientific data on the effects of under-and malnutrition.
In addition to these, the scientific world has reason to be particularly grateful to Keys and his associates of the University of Minnesota for their monumental work on the biology of human starvation. [Gopalan, et al (1952) ]. These patients have a poor nutritional history?one might say almost from infancy. In addition, they are subject periodically to the hazards of infection and infestation. When starvation is superimposed on these conditions, the clinical picture is likely to be modified although the exact direction which such modifications will take, is difficult to predict. These facts have to be borne in mind when one compares the observations of Western workers with those made in India. (Gopalan, et al, 1952) . Howarth (1951) In normal persons the extracellular water accounts for about 23 per cent of the body weight whereas nearly 39 per cent is intracellular. Keys, et al (1950) have noticed that there is a certain association between the excess KCNS space and the degree of oedema. It is difficult to evaluate the grading of oedema in Keys's subjects for it was after all mild. It can, however, be admitted that clinically oedema may become manifest after the increase in extracellular space has exceeded by 10 per cent over the normal.
The relevant observations of Gopalan, et al (1953) in nutrtional oedema cases can be summarised as follows :
1. The absolute plasma volumes were diminished.
2. The extracellular fluid was considerably raised.
Even after disappearance of oedema, it had not returned to normal.
3. The volume of intracellular water was also raised in oedema.
This was reduced on rehabilitation. Stern, et al (1949) , Aebi (1950) and Allen and Onahovats (1951) from which it emerged that the maintenance of equilibrium between intracellular fluid and the interstitial fluid was dependent upon respiration. Any factor which interfered with oxygen supply or depressed the respiration disturbed this equilibrium and caused the entry of water in the cell. -Thus it would appear that hypertonicity of intracellular fluid would be maintained by active excretion of water entering from the interstitial water compartment; the amount of energy required to maintain the balance was found to be proportional to the oxygen consumption of the tissue slices studied.
The above observations may help one in a certain measure to explain the intracellular hydration reported by Gopalan, Venkatachalam and Srikantia (1953) (Gopalan, et al, 1952) . These may be the effects of starvation directly on the endocrine glands concerned or may be mediated through the hypophysis. Whatever the mode of action, it is true that hormonal disturbances are brought about by undernutrition. One such which is pertinent in this discussion refers to the part played by the hormones in regulating the water balance as illustrated in Figure I .
The figure will make it clear that adrenal corticosteroids influence water and salt metobolism and also influence the posterior pituitary which in turn is influenced by the osmotic pressure of the plasma.
Since it is known that in early stages of semistarvation extracellular fluid increases, it is conceivable that this may be due to water retention. The work of Leslie and Ralli (1947) and more recent work of Dicker (1950) Gopalan (1950) Figure II . It is expected that further work on nutritional oedema will add to our knowledge of its aetiology.
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